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Entrepreneur Tom ob
Koh arrested in Solançe

MƟG/SAMSARINI, 19-10-316 • Tak
businessman Tom ob Koh was
arrested in Samsarini, the capital
of the southern Longerath nation
Solançe, where he is currently on
a business trip. After the local
police established that he was not
the man they were looking for, he
was released.
‘Apparently my name rings a set
of alarm bells in this country’,
says the still shaken entrepreneur.
‘Yesterday evening I received the
news that my family bestowed
upon me the right to call myself
Tom ob Koh, so I presented myself to the hotel reception for the
first time this morning, in order to
make sure that no confusion
would arise in case people send
me messages. 15 minutes later
the whole place was surrounded
by the police!’
The Tak national is now unsure
how to present himself in public.
‘Until yesterday my name was
ŋKooŋg Tom, which didn’t cause
any reaction. But not being able
to having me called me by my
given name would be offensive to
me and my family’, he stated.

Government Burovian Realm destroyed
MƟG, 25-10-316 • The government of Tak have replied with astonishment on the news that the government of the Greater Burovian Realm was destroyed in
its entirety today by a nuclear explosion device. The
prime minister expressed her deep condolences on
behalf of all Tak to the many peoples that are affected
by this enormous tragedy and offered the government’s support in finding the murderers who did this,
if at all possible. ‘The situation is quite unimaginable’,
the prime minister said. ‘Who could be so angry that
this monstrous attack is their only solution?’
Among the victims are possibly Tak ambassador Qe
ob Kom and his staff; the government has tried to
reach them but so far they haven’t given any indication of survival. The ambassador has been stationed in
the GBR capital of Surina for less than a year, since
our country opened diplomatic relations with the GBR
last year.
The question is now how the GBR will respond to the
attack. ‘On this day in history, I wouldn’t want to be
on the wrong side of the Burovians’, political analyst
Put ob Ƕɛɛp reacted. ‘Luckily for Tak they are one of
the nations with which our country managed to establish a friendly relationship.’

There is a certain nervousness
among officials in the Burovian
Realm, of which Solançe is part,
because of the possibility that
former dictator of Terramarc Tom
Koh – whose name bears some
resemblance to Tom ob Koh’s
name – is leading a terrorist organisation in Eras.

Airforce fleet to be modernised
Kemedal recognises
Tak’s independence

MƟG/ABERBAN, 18-10-316 • The
Kingdom of Kemedal on the continent of Eras, has formally recognised the independence of the
Free States of Tak, the first nonformer Bowdani country to do so
after Bowdani’s break-up. Ambassadors will be exchanged as of
December this year.

MƟG, 21-10-316 • The government will increase the budget
for the army with 8.3% next year, defense minister Fəs ob
Sin has announced. The financial boost was agreed upon so
that the Tak airforce will be able to modernise and expand
its fleet.
‘The current fleet consists of a variety of old aircraft that we
managed to collect in the last couple of years, some of them
unclaimed Bowdani airforce material’, the minister explained. ‘It is time that some structure is applied in our air
defense. We will negotiate with aircraft building companies
abroad in order to find the best possible solution.’

Relations opened with
former Bowdani nations

MƟG, 21-10-316 • Diplomatic relations will be established with all
other former Bowdani countries,
a spokeswoman of the ministry of
foreign affairs confirmed today.
‘We are currently negotiating with
the Lectern of United Kencari
People, the Republic of Flovaigne
and the Coare Republic about full
mutual ambassadorial presence;
the ambassador of LUKP will
however be accredited for the
Kingdom of Bëltse, the Duchy of
Gen and the state of Vaara’, the
spokeswoman said. She added
that she hoped that the relations
between our countries can be
normalised as quickly as possible.
She didn’t want to react however
to news about increasing ethnical
tensions in Flovaigne and LUKP.

Foreign ministry warns
for fake Tak passports

MƟG, 24-10-316 • The ministry of
foreign affairs has issued a memo
informing foreign officials about
the shape and features of the Tak
passport, after it has emerged
that criminals have been using
Tak’s uncertain international status to create fake Tak passports,
some of which don’t even look
like the real one.
‘It is unclear at this point what the
purpose of these passports is’, a
spokesman revealed. ‘Most likely
the criminals sell the passports to
people who want to disappear or
change their identity for other
reasons, and due to the fact that
real Tak documents are still new,
they may get away with it.’
Not in Tak though, as a man was
arrested recently for trying to
enter Tak with a fake passport.
‘The passport looked very professional, but in no way like a standard Tak passport. The fake one
was bright red, to start with,
where the real ones are aquamarine. We’re hoping that the
man can lead us to the seller.’

